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BONNIE ERBE: First, an Olympic doctor goes to jail for sexually abusing athletes. Then, are women 
voters just as motivated as they were a year ago? Behind the Headlines: Birthright, A War Story.

Hello, I’m Bonnie Erbe. Welcome to To the Contrary, a discussion of news and social trends from 
diverse perspectives. Up first, This must stop.

That was the message from a judge as she sentenced the former Team USA and Michigan State 
Gymnastic doctor Larry Nassar for sexual abuse. Nassar will serve between 40 and 175 years in prison 
as part of a plea deal. He’s already serving a 60-year federal sentence for child pornography possession.
Before sentencing, one by one more than 150 survivors testified in court recounting horrifying stories 
of Nassar sexually abusing them. People are wondering how the abuse went on so long. A Detroit News
investigation found at least 14 Michigan State University representatives received reports of abuse by 
Nassar but a University investigation cleared him. Nassar also worked for the USA Gymnastics team 
for 11 years. He was fired in 2016. Earlier this week the team announced 3 board members resigned 
over the Nassar case.

So Congresswoman Norton, first we have Hollywood and journalism and media and then politics and 
now Olympic sports. When women come out publicly with charges of sexual assault and sexual 
harassment will they now get the benefit of the doubt?

DEL. ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON: Oh, sure. Because women have gone from #MeToo to us, too. 
So what we need to see next is where sexual harassment has not gone, and that is to the everyday 
woman and the everyday workplace.

GENEVIEVE WOOD: I think the benefit of the doubt is leaning towards women and that is a good 
thing with that comes a lot of responsibility as well.

HILLARY ROSEN: Look, first,we just have to celebrate the bravery of these young women who 
testified in that court. A lot of the sexual harassment this year was about kids, adult women but these 
were children really and that was just an amazing thing to watch.

JENNIFER HIGGINS: I agree. I think women will see the benefit of the doubt there is a ground swell 
going on and the next logical step is making sure we build a national culture of accountability for men 
and people and the victims can speak out.

BONNIE ERBE: The big question is how the heck did this go on? And then, of course,we had the 
resignation of the president of Michigan state university. A woman who said she was told about this  
and she just didn't have the time or the interest or something to look into it? How could a woman say 
something like that about a situation like this?

HILLARY ROSEN: Well, first of all it's horrifying. I've spent a career saying the more women were in 
charge of institutions the less this would happen. So when you have this experience where this is a 
woman and let's know that these are more exceptions than the rule, but you know, all I can do is just 
like lament it. Shame on her. It is a warning to every institutional head, woman or man that when these 
issues come up, if you are not taking them seriously you are out. And there's just no forgiveness
in the world anymore as there shouldn't be.



DEL. ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON: Well, that's for her, shameless. But let's be analytical how he
could have lasted that long. We are talking about an uncorroborated, unwitnessed event. So in fact, 
when you go and you say this happened to me, and our society usually says show it or prove it. We are 
learning, but only as so many women, this case girls, have come forward that corroboration in the 
normal accepts of the word is not what you should be looking for when it comes to sexual harassment.

BONNIE ERBE: Just one claim?

DEL. ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON: No, not just one claim because we should not throw out due 
process but we should be looking for more women to step up because we've learned that the more 
women that step up, the more likely it is that you will be believed even if it was of it is unwitnessed.

GENEVIEVE WOOD: It shows how there is nobody  that we should say they are untouchable. You 
have somebody on the Olympic team and Harvey Weinstein, the media industry, but go to Joe Paterno 
and that was not women that was young boys. It shows you some of the folks get into positions where 
Michigan State University or Penn State University or the Olympic committee or Hollywood doesn't 
want to touch the person up at the top. Somehow they could not possibly be guilty of these things and it
shows anybody can be. And we should hold everybody accountable.

JENNIFER HIGGINS: I think Hillary touched on it. But the fact is that we are talking about a larger 
situation when you look at the gymnastics we are looking at young girls and not just women of a 
certain age who work in Hollywood where there is a Harvey Weinstein situation. What concerns me 
about this is that you have an environment where you have a coach you have a trainer, you have a 
teacher, a university, parents send their children to be protected to be secure. And when that trust is 
violated then you start to question all the other things,too, which is you've created an environment how 
long can you trust it anymore.

BONNIE ERBE: When women see gynecologists now there has to be another person in the room. Why
not the same thing for doctors treating young children?

GENEVIEVE WOOD: I don't have a child, a girl or boy they would not be going to a doctor's office 
that I was not in there because of stories like this. There has been a change in standards and it is a good 
change. And it started with the media. Because the media used to not be willing to print these stories 
unless they had a witness. Now corroboration means something different. It means did you tell 
someone else at the time of the incident? And so therefore no matter how many years later is there 
somebody who can say yes, I heard that happened to them. And the second piece is there a pattern of 
behavior? When you have those two things combined we you have charges that stick and charges that 
have to get taken seriously. The thing I most worry about are not famous people. Not you know, big 
sports teams. I worry the most about waitresses in the diner and women in the fields and women in 
plants and factories that is one of the things that times up is focused on. And that is the hopefully all of 
this attention on these famous cases have an impact across the country on those less visible cases.

JENNIFER HIGGINS: And what is unique and I have not heard much being talked about is the judge 
who has allowed the opportunity for the women as an advocate in some capacity to be an advocate and 
a step up and allow the women to get the opportunity to tell their story and face their accuser, and not 
many women get that opportunity. And also, from the standpoint of the media and our ability as women
to hear their stories and share in their pain, I think is powerful for other women choosing to come 
forward and that corroboration.



HILLARY ROSEN: For a judge to say I've just signed your death warrant with this sentence that was 
major.

BONNIE ERBE: When I heard that, it was amazing, but I was also scared for her because I hope this 
guy doesn't have any mob connections outside --

DEL. ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON: First off, it's worth noting with all the celebration we have not 
touched the average woman in the workplace and I don't think any of this, sisters, will have any effect 
on the average waitress or office worker. I've put in a bill, that would have a commission a national 
commission. Then you would ask everyday women --

BONNIE ERBE: The commission would do what?

DEL. ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON: On sexual harassment in the workplace of the United States
not among high profile people. Then that commission could go to people, or women and men who have
experienced it but could not come forward for the first time you would hear from a waitress you would 
hear from an office worker. Until we do that the celebration is premature.

BONNIE ERBE: I will say that the Hollywood women setup the time's up legal defense fund to defend 
those women who do not have resources to do that.

DEL. ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON: 12,000 complaints a year at the EEOC. Let us hear from them.

BONNIE ERBE: Let us know what you think. Please follow me on twitter @bonnieerbe. From sexual 
assault to presidential politics. Hundreds of thousands of women filled the streets for another women’s 
march last weekend, as new polls show many are motivated by antipathy to President Donald Trump’s 
policies. His support among women keeps shrinking, even among white women - a group he won in 
2016. Women are also set to run for ofice at record-high numbers. Thousands of women are either 
running or planning to run, and most of them are Democrats. Democrats have already gained from 
women's votes in off-year elections. Democrat Ralph Northam won the Virginia governor's race with 
women giving him a 22 point advantage. 

So you do a lot of campaign consulting. Why aren't as many Republican women running for office as 
Democrats?

JENNIFER HIGGINS: I think it is a good question and I think the election cycle that happened in 2016
showed a blue wave a number of Democratic reacting to the presidency and on the Republican side, 
we're seeing fewer women but there is a similar type of movement and interest in reaction to the 
President but it is a reaction to his personality and governance style and lack of leadership and 
congress lack of leadership.

BONNIE ERBE: There are plenty of Republican women who are pro-choice, plenty of Republican 
women who do not think the president should be somebody who is describing grabbing women's 
genitals and bragging about it. So why aren't they coming out?



JENNIFER HIGGINS: We're seeing a situation where we have women who frankly are going through
the mindset if it's not me than who? And that takes time and we've talked about infrastructure issues on 
Republican side raising money. We don't have a recruitment arm that is telling every young woman 
come to Washington and run for office. You will see a level of quantity with Democrats but on the 
Republican side is a more targeted approach and open seats and we don't have as many as we have had 
in the past.

BONNIE ERBE: What are last weekend's marches tell us about sustaining the movement to oust 
Trump politically and his party in the November elections?

DEL. ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON: What you saw last week was very, very unusual. The march on
Washington wrote a book called from protest to politics, the day after Trump was virtually after he was
elected people came out flush they were so disgusted. That is the thing that usually goes away. Now we
are seeing from protests these women talked about not running, not November, vote is what they talked
about. That's why I'm so encouraged that we cannot only get Trump but, dare I think, get the house
to turnover and even the senate.

BONNIE ERBE: Your thoughts? You are not hoping for that?

GENEVIEVE WOOD: No I'm not hoping for that. And we're going to see. I do not doubt that folks are 
not fired up from a year ago but most of the people did not vote for Donald Trump in 2016 can they get
more people to come along side. If you look at the beginning of the year Democrats had a 13-point 
advantage. But the economy has been doing well. And when you look at the same congressional polls a
week ago that advantage dropped to 7 points.

BONNIE ERBE: The stock market is doing great but what is not happening, the president is not 
delivering on jobs for --

GENEVIEVE WOOD: That is not accurate.

BONNIE ERBE: For low income whites --

GENEVIEVE WOOD: This is the lowest unemployment rate for women in over 17 years, since 2001, 
3.7%.

BONNIE ERBE:  I do not hear women saying there are tons of great jobs.

HILLARY ROSEN: Here's the thing, it is not OK. First of all fewer jobs have been created this past 
year than in 8 years of the Obama administration. Here is the issue, which is and Republican women, I 
think are going to rue the day that they did not stand up this year. Because the reason I think more 
Republican women are not running is because they would have to run on the same ticket as Paul Ryan 
and house members who have done everything to for a tax cut and economic security but what is 
happening in the country is not worth the price. The division, the racism and the discrimination and 
undermining of women's health that we have seen. Women cannot be OK because the stock market is 
doing better. That is why you are seeing the unrest and the silence of so many Republican women who 
are secretly horrified and not part of the active base of Donald Trump.



GENEVIEVE WOOD: I talk to a lot of Republican women and a lot are in favor of this president and 
not just on the economy. Let me go back to the taking out from a political standpoint and saying 
Republican, Democrat, spinning it, we all know the economy has a lot to do with whether or not people
are motivated. I do not have the doubt that the women marching last weekend will be motivated no 
matter where the economy is. What will people in the middle do? And when you look at even a CNN 
poll this last week, it said even 57% of Democrats were happier with where the economy is today than 
they had been in the past even under President Obama. Will those be motivated to come out in a mid 
term election?

DEL. ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON: You bet. And that is exactly what has changed. All of that 
motivation is not just Democratic women. It is in the middle or the Independents where you have seen 
the movement that counts and that is why I think Republicans are in trouble.

BONNIE ERBE: What about the widespread charges by the women organizers who turned out 
hundreds. The New York march for example, a friend of mine was in it, and she told me it was 30 
blocks long down central park west and down 6th Avenue in New York. And people said it was  
150,000 people. There was no way it was 150,000.

GENEVIEVE WOOD: Fake news.

BONNIE ERBE: But a lot of women activists were complaining that the media ignored them. Were 
they right or wrong?

HILLARY ROSEN: The one place where I think the media is doing a bad job they are picking on
Donald Trump but the media is mostly picking on Donald Trump picking on the media. So they are 
mostly outraged by the attacks on themselves. They are a little too outraged about the attacks on 
communities, on healthcare, on our international relations, on  the fact that we have six world leaders in
Davos saying we still want to be in trade talks, we still want to be in the climate change accords. We 
are worried about a nuclear war. So I do think that there is a sort of a lack of enthusiasm from the 
media on the real resistance to what is happening in the country. They are treating it like it's normal, it 
is not normal.

BONNIE ERBE: Behind the headlines: This week marks the 45th anniversary of the Roe v. Wade 
verdict. Since handed down by the Supreme Court, states have slowly restricted abortion rights, mainly 
in red states. Two documentarians have produced a film showing the impact of those state laws on 
women's lives.

ABORTION PACKAGE SPEAKERS: We have to say that life begins at conception.

>> Who speaks to the baby? 

>> We've been passing laws in state after state and they think they are going to waltz in repeal them?

LUCHINA FISHER: Birthright: A War Story, is a feature-length documentary about the long war on 
women's reproductive health and the unintended consequences of that war.



BONNIE ERBE: Filmmaker Civia Tamarkin and Luchina Fisher say there is a war against women's
reproductive rights, and it is creating a public health concern. They explore issues of medical consent 
seen through the experiences of women, middle class, and poor. Tamarkin, an investigative journalist 
said she found unintended consequences of antiabortion laws during her research. One, is hospital 
policies that allow doctors to perform C sections without the mother's consent if they cannot persuade 
her to give permission.

CIVIA TAMARKIN: Perhaps one of the most shocking stories that people find surprising to be 
included in our film, is the story of the woman who was wheeled in for a cesarean section without her 
written permission. Under the rationalization that they needed to do a cesarean section for the 
well-being of her unborn child. However, she was given no indication that the fetus was in jeopardy.

BONNIE ERBE: According to the center for disease control's data on methods of delivery, 32% of 
births are by cesarean section but the who says the rate should not be higher than 10 to 15%. Civia 
Tamarkin explains the rise is a symptom of a fetus first mentality.

CIVIA TAMARKIN: We are now living in a time where there is a conflict between the rights of the 
unborn and the rights of the mother. And there is tendency to view today the woman as an incubator. 
Doctors and hospitals are taking the steps of going to court and saying that a cesarean section is what is
best for the fetus.

BONNIE ERBE: Luchina Fisher notes how antiabortion legislation can actually have unintended
consequences on women who want to start a family.

LUCHINA FISHER: Another story that touched me greatly was that of the Devers family. 
Unfortunately, things did not go well, and at 22 weeks, their child stopped developing. This was a 
family who wanted to go ahead and induce labor so that they could say good-bye to that child. And 
possibly start the process of getting pregnant again. This had happened to them previously and in the 
previous circumstance they had been able to induce labor and move on to get pregnant again. Well, 
unfortunately, a law in Nebraska where they live, had passed, making it illegal abortion after 20 weeks.

BONNIE ERBE: The filmmakers want their viewers to learn that these are issues that can affect both 
sides; Pro-life and pro-choice.

CIVIA TAMARKIN: This is a film that should be a wake-up call regardless of someone's view on 
abortion, regardless of which side of the political aisle one leans. And what it shows is that the rhetoric,
the philosophy and the restrictions of the anti-choice movement can entrap every woman capable of 
becoming pregnant.

BONNIE ERBE: So, Hillary Rosen, what is the impact of the way I see it turning the fetus and the 
mother against each other, which is what the laws do?

HILLARY ROSEN: Well, I think actually if there were more women in office that had to make choices 
then we wouldn't be in this situation. Men, I think, have too long have treated women's health like it is 
a political issue instead of a personal health issue. And you know, we'll all by blue in the face saying 
this. But stay out of our bodies. Like do whatever you want with your own. Regulations call for these 
things we do not need regulations around these issues.

BONNIE ERBE: For the last 45 years, the pro-choice movement relied on Roe, and at the state level 



especially in red states they are getting overtaken by the religious right which is passing these kind of 
laws.

HILLARY ROSEN: It is a chipping away at Roe. It's a chipping away as a right to privacy there. So 
this constant undermining with additional legislation and laws, is nothing more than anti-woman and 
ultimately anti-family.

GENEVIEVE WOOD: Many people want to chip away at Roe because many people do not believe 
that abortion on demand for all nine months of pregnancy is what they support. A lot of people support 
abortions up to three months but most Americans regardless of the party do not think abortion should 
happen up until a baby is born. And that's what Roe allows, and that's why you see states saying we're 
not banning abortions in our states, but we're putting restrictions when they can occur.

BONNIE ERBE: But the end game is banning abortion entirely.

GENEVIEVE WOOD: That is the end game for some. But there are a lot of folks who say we don't 
believe that after five months when a baby can feel pain and a baby can be born and live, that they 
ought to have their lives taken especially I mean we saw the couple that was shown here, they had a 
baby who had something wrong. This is happening for people who decide at five months I don't want 
to have the baby that is wrong. And that is why you see people passing the laws.

BONNIE ERBE: Wait a minute. That is a small percentage of abortions.

DEL. ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON: It's so tiny it's not the reason. For this war of attrition. And that
is the what it is, and it's been working. This notion is the argument that people started out with right 
after Roe v. Wade and that is not how they won. They have won the argument because they have been 
purposeful and they have not given up, because they've gone to the state legislatures and only recently 
have they invoked science. Now, that is something that those of us who are pro-choice better take 
seriously. These are science deniers on everything else. Climate change is the most prominent example
but here they have in fact embraced science and for a reason that we would all agree with. This could 
lead the courts to curtail abortion, and we have got to think this matter through instead of just saying, 
what you've just said which is that their basic aim and began with what they were against they have 
simply understood maybe they cannot get that. Eliminate the whole thing.

GENEVIEVE WOOD: The that is not what I said. I think the science does show this is a baby and you 
are right, I think the public is having to come to deal with that very, very fact.

BONNIE ERBE: All right. That's it for this edition. Follow me on Twitter and visit our website 
at: pbs.Org/tothecontrary. And whether you agree or think to the contrary, see you next week.

On-line version of this episode of To The Contrary visit our website at: pbs.Org/tothecontrary.


